HIGHLIGHTS
- STRASBOURG MON AMOUR (FEBRUARY)
- MULHOUSE CARNIVAL (MARCH)
- ALSATIAN SPRING IN OBERNAI (MARCH)
- COLOMBAR CELEBRATES SPRING (APRIL)
- THE PENTECOST PROCESSION AT THE ECOMUSÉE D’ALSACE (MAY)
- WINEGROWERS’ PICNIC AND TASTY APERITIFS (JUNE)
- PÔUTEUX D’ETOILES CIRCUS FESTIVAL IN OBERNAI (MAY)
- PORT FOUDRÉ CASTLES DAY ALL OVER ALSACE (JULY)
- THE SLOW UP (AUGUST)
- SEASACK STRASBOURG WEDDING (TRADITIONAL WEDDING) (JULY)
- THE INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL OF COLMAR / JULY
- DÉCIBULLES FESTIVAL IN VILLÉ VALLEY (JULY)
- THE HOBILION FESTIVAL IN HAGUENAU (AUGUST)
- THE FLOWER PARADE IN SÉLESTAT (AUGUST)
- THE HOUBLON FESTIVAL IN HAGUENAU (AUGUST)
- THE HARVESTING FESTIVAL IN BARR (SEPTEMBER)
- THE CASTLE OF HAUT-KOENIGSBOURG (SEPTEMBER)
- THE PONTS COUVERTS HOUSE IN STRASBOURG (SEPTEMBER)
- PETITE VENISE IN COLMAR (SEPTEMBER)
- STRASBOURG CATHEDRAL (SEPTEMBER)
- WINEGROWERS’ PICNIC AND TASTY APERITIFS (MAY)
- THE INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL OF COLMAR (SEPTEMBER)
- THE M.U.R ART PROJECT IN MULHOUSE (SEPTEMBER)
- PETITE VENISE IN COLMAR (SEPTEMBER)
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HOW TO GET TO AND MOVE AROUND ALSACE?

BY PLANE
- Basel-Mulhouse-Freiburg Airport
- Strasbourg-Entzheim Airport

BY CAR
- Alsace has a quick road network. It is crossed by the A35 motorway, which allows to drive from the North to the South of the region in less than 2 hours. The small-road network is the best option to discover picturesque villages, the Wine Route and the Peak Route.

BY TRAIN
- Alsace has a well-served railway network linking the main cities. High-speed trains (TGV) allow you to reach your destination much quicker: for example, Strasbourg is only 1 hour and 40 minutes from Paris and Mulhouse is 2 hours and 49 minutes from Lyon.

To plan your journey in Alsace, visit:
www.vitalalsace.eu